
Intellect 8 BPM Platform 

Enterprise Mobility Made Easy 
 

Deploy enterprise apps to the web or any mobile device in minutes.   

To increase productivity in the field, deploy enterprise apps as a 

“native” mobile app on any iOS or Android with a few clicks, allowing 

for continued use at all times even when internet connectivity is lost.  

Smart Enterprise Apps 
 

The Intellect 8 BPM Platform empowers everyone to  

innovate with Smart Enterprise Apps.  Design and 

launch simple to highly complex, mission-critical        

enterprise apps without the need for programming or 

software coding.  

 

Intellect Smart Enterprise Apps are designed to be    

business friendly, rapid to launch, and empowering 

for business users. 

 

 

 

Connecting apps, people and processes  
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Empower Everyone to Innovate 
 

The Intellect 8 BPM Platform enables business users to create Smart 

Enterprise Apps with smart forms, integrated enterprise data, automated 

workflow, advanced reporting capabilities, and the ability to integrate 

with legacy enterprise applications.  Intellect is ideal for enterprises with 

constrained IT resources or business executives who want to get things 

done without requiring a software programmer.   

 

Intellect 8 offers the industry’s most 

advanced capabilities for connecting 

apps, people and processes 



 

Smart Enterprise Apps 

Create, launch and manage one or an entire library of Smart  

Enterprise Apps ranging from simple to highly complex,  

mission-critical apps.  

at a glance... 

Go Mobile in Minutes 

Deploy any Smart Enterprise App built on the Intellect 8 BPM    

Platform as a “native” mobile app on any iOS and Android device in 

minutes.  

 

No Programming 

No programming or software coding from design to deployment, 

providing a rapid to launch solution ideal for organizations with   

constrained IT resources or business executives who want to build 

apps without involving software programmers.  
 

Instantaneous Updates  

When you input or change data in the office or on the go, all data is 

immediately synced up and available for the right users at the right 

time. 

 

Security 

Enterprise-grade security defined on a granular level (field, table, 

template, app etc.) based on a single user, user group or by roles.  

 

Cloud or On-Premise 

Host your Intellect Smart Enterprise Apps in the cloud or on your  

servers (on-premises). 

 

Easily Create Forms 

Create smart forms to capture information and photos anywhere, 

anytime, and instantly build a database in the back-end.  

 

Automate with Workflow 

Assign tasks and actions to individuals or groups, automatically 

send reminders or notifications by email or text message, and 

see where a task is at all times.  

 

Custom Reports 

Easily develop and run custom, dynamic reports to gain             

real-time insight, improve performance, cut costs and make 

smarter and faster decisions.   

 

Integrate Other Apps 

Leverage legacy applications by integrating with ERP, CRM or 

other enterprise systems through business logic, web services, 

XML and simple LDAP/AD integration.  


